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On the relation between Iterated Function Systems andPartitioned Iterated Function SystemsDieter van Melkebeek� and Adhemar BultheelDepartement ComputerwetenschappenK.U. LeuvenIn this paper, we give a theoretically founded transition from Iterated Function Sys-tems based on a�ne transformations to Partitioned Iterated Function Systems. We showthat there are two essential steps, namely, restricting the a�ne transformations, and solv-ing the evoked problem of ink dissipation.Key words and phrases: fractal image compression, (Partitioned) Iterated FunctionSystems.AMS classi�cation: 41A99, 58F11.1 IntroductionIn the area of image processing, especially when based on fractals, there are two commonways of formalizing a monochrome image, namely, as a measure describing the ink distri-bution, and as a brightness function. The former one is used in the paradigm of fractalimage synthesis and compression, the Iterated Function System (IFS) [1, 9], and in itsextensions [2, 7]. The latter one is found in several recent compression strategies [5, 8, 4],one of which is based on Partitioned Iterated Function Systems (PIFSs).In [3] this concept is introduced from a practical point of view in order to meetthe need for IFSs in which each function is only iterated on some part of the imageinstead of the entire image. For the same reason, in [7] an analogue one is consideredusing the measure formalization of an image. However, the precise form proposed is nottheoretically founded, nor is it clear in [3] what assumptions are implicitly made in usingit. That is what we intend to investigate in this paper, by making the transition fromIFSs based on a�ne transformations to PIFSs. We shall see that there are two majorsteps, the �rst one being the restricting of the a�ne transformations, and the second onea particular way of solving the problem of ink dissipation caused by the �rst step.After �xing our notation in section 2, we introduce the concepts of an IFS and aPIFS, and state precisely the formalizations of an image as a measure and as a functionin section 3. Section 4 discusses the transition from IFSs to PIFSs in detail. Sincecomparing both concepts is only feasible when using the same formalization, before doingso, IFS theory is translated in the function formalism, and conversely, PIFS theory in themeasure formalism.�Research Assistant of the Belgian National Fund for Scienti�c Research1



2 NotationLet I be the unit interval [0; 1] of the real axis, and In the n-th Cartesian product of I forn 2 N0. Unless otherwise stated, d denotes the Euclidean metric on In, which is alwaysunderstood, when no metric on In is explicitly mentioned.For any metric space X , B(X) is the set of Borel subsets of X , M(X) the set ofpositive Borel measures on X , and P(X) the set of Borel probability measures on X .If X is compact, P(X) can be metrized by the Hutchinson metric dH , de�ned as follows:dH : P(X)�P(X)! R+ : (�; �)!sup fjR f d�� R f d�j j f : X ! R such that 8 x1; x2 2 X : jf(x1)� f(x2)j 6 d(x1; x2)g ;where d represents the metric on X [6, section 4.3(1) p. 732].� denotes the Lebesgue measure on I2, de�ned on the set L(I2) consisting of the Lebesguesubsets of I2.For any space X , let F(X) be the set of functions f : X ! I . FL(I2) is the set ofequivalence classes of the Lebesgue measurable functions f : I2 ! I modulo �. For anyf 2 F(X), graph(f) is f(x; y) 2 X � I j f(x) = yg.3 De�nition of IFSs and PIFSsIn this section, we shall introduce the concepts of an IFS and a PIFS on a general metricspace X . In case X = I2, these concepts can be used to compress images formalized asmeasures or functions respectively.3.1 IFSs and the measure formalismIn [1] an iterated function system is de�ned for a general metric space as follows.De�nition 1 Let X be a space with metric d, n 2 N0, vi : X ! X a continuoustransformation for i = 1(1)n, and pi 2 [0; 1] for i = 1(1)n satisfying Pni=1 pi = 1. ThenS = ((X; d); v1; v2; : : : ; vn; p1; p2; : : : ; pn) is an iterated function system (IFS).S is called hyperbolic i� all transformations vi are contractive.An operator on P(X), called the Markov operator, can be associated with S.De�nition 2 Let S = ((X; d); v1; v2; : : : ; vn; p1; p2; : : : ; pn) be an IFS. The Markov oper-ator associated with S is the operatorM : P(X)! P(X) : �! nXi=1 pi � �v�1i :In case X is compact and S is hyperbolic, M has a unique �xed point, because M canbe shown to be contractive w.r.t. the Hutchinson metric, under which P(X) is complete.This �xed point is called the invariant measure of S.De�nition 3 Let X be a compact metric space, and S a hyperbolic IFS on X. Theinvariant measure of S is the unique �xed point of the Markov operator associated withS. 2



By the term `measure formalism', we mean the formalization of a monochrome imageas a positive Borel measure � on I2. For any Borel set B 2 B(I2), �(B) is the amount ofink on the corresponding part of the image, the carrier of which is I2. Mostly, the totalamount of ink is normalized to 1, so that � 2 P(I2). Using this formalism, an image canbe approximated as the invariant measure of a hyperbolic IFS on I2, and hence lossilycompressed to the parameters describing the IFS. In practice, the transformations vi ofthe IFS are chosen a�ne, and therefore can be described compactly.3.2 PIFSs and the function formalismIn [3] the concept of a partitioned iterated function system on I2 is introduced. It canbe generalized for arbitrary metric spaces as follows.De�nition 4 Let X be a space with metric d, n 2 N0, vi : Di � X ! X a contractiveone-to-one transformation with domain Di, si; oi 2 R, andwi : Di � I � X � I ! X � I : (x; z)! (vi(x); siz + oi)for i = 1(1)n. If fvi(Di)gni=1 is a partition of X, then S = ((X; d);w1; w2; : : : ; wn) is apartitioned iterated function system (PIFS).S is called hyperbolic i� jsij < 1 for i = 1(1)n.The following operator on F(X) can be associated with S.De�nition 5 Let S = ((X; d);w1; w2; : : : ; wn) be a PIFS as in de�nition 4. The operatorassociated with S is W : F(X)! F(X) : f ! W (f);W (f) being de�ned by the conditiongraph(W (f)) = n[i=1(graph(f) \ (Di � I)): (1)Since fvi(Di)gni=1 forms a partition of X , and vi is one-to-one for i = 1(1)n, the right-hand side of (1) is the graph of a function of X in I . The condition (1) can be expressedequivalently as W (f)jvi(Di) = si � (f � v�1i ) + oi (2)for i = 1(1)n.It is clear that W is contractive w.r.t. the supremum metric on F(X) i� S is hyperbolic.In that case, F(X) being complete w.r.t. the supremum metric, W has a unique �xedpoint: the invariant function of S.De�nition 6 Let S be a hyperbolic PIFS. The invariant function of S is the unique �xedpoint of the operator associated with S.By `function formalism', we understand the formalization of a monochrome image asa nonnegative function f de�ned on I2. For any point x 2 I2, f(x) gives the brightnessat x of the image with carrier I2. Mostly, the maximum brightness is normalized to 1,so that f 2 F(I2). In analogy with the IFS case, using this formalism, an image can belossily compressed to the parameters of a PIFS whose invariant function approximates3



the given image. In practice, the transformations vi of the PIFS are restrictions ofa�ne transformations (to simple subsets of I2, e.g. rectangles), so that the wi's are alsorestricted a�ne transformations: ifvi : Di � I2 ! I2 : " xy #! " ai bici di # " xy # + " eifi # ;where ai; bi; ci; di; ei; fi 2 R, thenwi : Di � I ! I3 : 264 xyz 375! 264 ai bi 0ci di 00 0 si 375264 xyz 375+ 264 eifioi 375 : (3)The conditions stipulated in the de�nition of a PIFS on I2, ensure that W inducesan operator on FL(I2), provided the domains Di are Lebesgue sets.Proposition 1 Let S = ((I2; d);w1; w2; : : : ; wn) be a PIFS as in de�nition 4, such thatDi 2 L(I2) for i = 1(1)n, and let W be the operator associated with S.� If f 2 F(I2) is Lebesgue measurable, then so is W (f).� For any pair f; g 2 F(I2) of Lebesgue measurable functions,f = g a.e.(�) ) W (f) = W (g) a.e.(�)holds.Proof.� The former property follows form two observations.The �rst is that for any f 2 F(I2) and any Borel subset B of I2,W (f)�1(B) = [ni=1fx 2 vi(Di) j si � f(v�1i (x)) + oi 2 Bg= [ni=1fx 2 vi(Di) j f(v�1i (x)) 2 B0g= [ni=1vi(f�1(B0) \Di);where B0 represents another Borel subset of I2.The second is that v�1i is Borel measurable, because it is continuous as the inverse ofa continuous one-to-one function on a compact space, and that vi, being contractive,transforms a zero measure set into a zero measure set.� The key for the proof of the latter property is that for any f; g 2 F(I2),fx 2 I2 jW (f)(x) 6= W (g)(x)g � [ni=1vi(fx 2 I2 j f(x) 6= g(x)g)holds. 2Based on this property, W can be de�ned on FL(I2) in the usual way. Moreover, FL(I2)being closed w.r.t. the supremum metric, proposition 1 implies that the invariant func-tion of a PIFS satisfying its premisses, is Lebesgue measurable. These properties areimportant for the sequel and theoretically support the use of the RMS metric instead ofthe supremum metric in practical calculations [3].4



4 Transition from IFSs to PIFSsIn this section, it will be shown how PIFSs can be seen as straightforward adaptationsof IFSs, meeting the need for restricting the domains of the a�ne transformations on I2involved. In doing so, we shall �rst reformulate IFS theory in the function formalism,and second, PIFS theory in the measure formalism. Eventually, these reformulations willallow us to indicate precisely what extra modi�cation to the measure formalism of anIFS, beside restricting the a�ne transformations, has to be introduced, in order for thefunction formalism to become a PIFS.The relation that has to hold in going from the measure formalism to the functionformalism and vice versa, is that for a measure � and a function f describing the sameimage, f = d�d� , the right-hand side denoting a Radon-Nikodym derivative of � w.r.t. �,or equivalently, that �(B) = RB f d� for any B 2 B(I2). It is clear that the translationof a �-formalism into an f -formalism is only possible if � � �, and the converse is onlypossible if f is Lebesgue measurable.4.1 Translation of IFSs in the function formalismThe Markov operator M associated with an IFS can be translated in an operator T onnonnegative functions on I2 as follows.Theorem 1 Let S = ((I2; d); v1; v2; : : : ; vn; p1; p2; : : : ; pn) be an IFS with transformationsvi : I2 ! I2 : " xy #! " ai bici di #" xy #+ " eifi # ; (4)where ai; bi; ci; di; ei; fi 2 R, and detAi 6= 0, where Ai = " ai bici di # for i = 1(1)n. Let Mbe the Markov operator associated with S, and � 2 P(I2). LetT : ff : I2 ! R+g ! ff : I2 ! R+g : f ! T (f);T (f) being de�ned asT (f) : I2 ! R+ : x! ( Pi2I(x) pijdetAij � f(v�1i (x)) if I(x) 6= ?0 if I(x) = ?; (5)where I(x) , fi 2 f1; 2; : : : ; ng j x 2 vi(I2)g.If �� �, then M(�)� �, and dM(�)d� = T �d�d�� :Proof. Let f = d�d� , and B 2 B(I2), then for any i 2 f1; 2; : : : ; ng�v�1i (B) = � �v�1i (B \ vi(I2))�= Z �v�1i (B\vi(I2))(x) � f(x) d�(x)5



= Z �v�1i (B\vi(I2))(v�1i (y)) � f(v�1i (y)) d�v�1i (y)= Z �B\vi(I2)(y) � f(v�1i (y)) d�v�1i (y)= Z �B � ��vi(I2) � 1j detAij � (f � v�1i )� d�; (6)where we have used the fact that for the a�ne transformation vi, d�v�1id� = 1jdetAij holds.So, M(�)(B) =Pni=1 pi � �v�1i (B) = R �B � T (f) d�. 2It should be noted that the set f� 2 P(I2) j� � �g, although closed under M , is notclosed w.r.t. the Hutchinson metric. Correspondingly, the set ff : I2 ! R+ j supx2I2 f(x) <1g, although closed under T , is not closed w.r.t. the supremum metric.A su�cient condition for the contractiveness of T , is that pijdetAij < 1 for i = 1(1)n. Incase the sets vi(I2) are disjoint, the sum in (5) reduces to one term, so that this conditionbecomes necessary too.4.2 Translation of PIFSs in the measure formalismThe operator W on FL(I2) associated with a PIFS can be translated in an operator � onBorel measures on I2 in the following way.Theorem 2 Let S = ((I2; d);w1; w2; : : : ; wn) be a PIFS as in de�nition (4), such thatvi : Di � I2 ! I2 : " xy #! " ai bici di # " xy # + " eifi # ; (7)where ai; bi; ci; di; ei; fi 2 R, Ai = " ai bici di #, and Di 2 L(I2) for i = 1(1)n. Let W bethe operator on FL(I2) associated with S, and f 2 FL(I2). Let� :M(I2)!M(I2) : �! nXi=1 sij detAij � �v�1i + nXi=1 oi � �jvi(Di): (8)If � 2 M(I2) satis�es d�d� = f , then d�(�)d� = W (f):Proof. Let B 2 B(I2), then�(�)(B) = nXi=1 sij detAij � �v�1i (B) + nXi=1 oi � �(B \ vi(Di))(6)= nXi=1 si � Z �B � �vi(Di) � (f � v�1i ) d� + nXi=1 oi � Z �B � �vi(Di) d�= Z nXi=1 �B � �vi(Di) �W (f) d�= Z �B �W (f) d�: 6



2The set FL(I2) is closed under the operator W as well as w.r.t. the supremum metric.The set M(I2) is closed under � , but cannot be metrized by the Hutchinson metric.The operator � matches the general pattern of operators used in [7], in which a PIFS-like concept is developed within the measure formalism. In the terminology of [7]1, theterms of the �rst sum in the right-hand side of (8) are called the geometric parts of � ,and the terms of the second sum its massic parts.4.3 ConclusionLet S = ((I2; d); v1; v2; : : : ; vn; p1; p2; : : : ; pn) be an IFS with a�ne transformations vi asde�ned by (4) for i = 1(1)n.The major reason for introducing the IFS related concept of a PIFS, was that restrictingthe domains of the a�ne transformations vi greatly improved on the practical capabilityof compressing images. However, it appears that this modi�cation on its own does nottransform the IFS S into a PIFS. Indeed, restricting the domain of vi to Di � I2 as in(7) does not turn the Markov operator M = Pni=1 pi � �v�1i into an operator � of theform (8): the massic parts are missing. Equivalently, the corresponding operator T inthe function formalism does not match the de�nition of the operator W associated witha PIFS. By an analogue argument as in the proof of theorem 1, T turns out to satisfy(5), where I(x) , fi 2 f1; 2; : : : ; ng j x 2 vi(Di)g. In case fvi(Di)gni=1 is a partition of I2,(5) reduces to T (f)jvi(Di) = pij detAij � (f � v�1i ) (9)for i = 1(1)n, which does not agree with (2).However, as a consequence of restricting the vi's, the Markov operator is no longerguaranteed to preserve the amount of ink on an image. For any � 2 M(I2),M(�)(I2) = nXi=1 pi�(Di) 6 �(I2); (10)and the equality holds i� �0@( \pi>0Di)c1A = 0: (11)First, this implies that, in general, P(I2) is no longer closed under the Markov operator,which obviously can still be de�ned as an operator on M(I2)M :M(I2)!M(I2) : �! nXi=1 pi � �v�1i ; (12)and, because of (10), as an operator on f� 2 M(I2) j�(I2) 6 1g. Second, and moreimportant, (11) puts unwanted limitations on the invariant measure of the IFS, since theequality in (10) obviously has to hold for � equal to the invariant measure of the IFS.1At least in the general terminology of [7, section 2.4.3]. In the speci�c setting of [7, section 5.3.4], thegeometric parts only consist of contractions and translations.7



Therefore, some extra ink has to be added: some massic parts have to be introduced.Comparing (12) with (8) in the measure formalism, or (9) with (2) in the function for-malism, it is clear that the remedy leading to a PIFS, consists in uniformly spreading orextracting some ink (joij to be precise) over each of the regions vi(Di). This way, thecontractivity of the operators M and T is not a�ected, and, in case fvi(Di)gni=1 formsa partition of I2, the operator in the function formalism admits a practically interestingevaluation procedure based on (1), where the wi's become 3D restricted a�ne transfor-mations of the form (3) [3]. Although this modi�cation does not prevent the dissipationof ink, and hence, does not close P(I2) under the operator in the measure formalism, itdoes provide adequate extra degrees of freedom to enrich the set of invariant measuresby compensating for Pni=1 oi � �(vi(Di)) of the ink loss [7, 3].So, PIFSs can be seen as IFSs with restricted a�ne transformations in which theproblem of ink dissipation is solved by uniformly spreading some ink on the transformeddomains.References[1] Michael Barnsley. Fractals everywhere. Academic Press, London, 1988.[2] Michael Barnsley, John Elton, and Douglas Hardin. Recurrent iterated function sys-tems. Constructive Approximation, 5:3{31, 1989.[3] Yuval Fisher. Fractal image compression. In SIGGRAPH '92 course notes, 1992.[4] Yuval Fisher, E.W. Jacobs, and R.D. Boss. Fractal image compression using iteratedtransforms. In James Storer, editor, Image and text compression, chapter 2, pages35{61. Kluwer Academic Publishers, 1991.[5] Scott Hollatz. Digital image compression with two-dimensional a�ne fractal interpola-tion functions. Technical Report 91-2, University of Minnesota { Duluth, Departmentof Mathematics and Statistics, 1991.[6] John Hutchinson. Fractals and self similarity. Indiana University Mathematics Jour-nal, 30(5):713{747, 1981.[7] Arnaud Jacquin. A fractal theory of iterated Markov operators with applications todigital image coding. PhD thesis, Georgia Institute of Technology, 1989.[8] Donald Monro and Frank Dudbridge. Fractal block coding of images. ElectronicsLetters, 28(11):1053{1055, 1992.[9] Edward Vrscay. Moment and collage methods for the inverse problem of fractal con-struction with iterated function systems. In H.O. Peitgen, J.M. Henriques, and L.F.Penedo, editors, Fractals in the fundamental and applied sciences, pages 443{458.IFIP, Elsevier Science Publishers, 1991. 8


